Many of the physical properties of the elements were compiled to provide an extensive and compact listing of these properties in one source. In addition, several interrelationships and correlations between the various properties were examined. [The SCF™ indicates that this paper has been cited in over 790 publications since 1964.]
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"Work began on this compilation at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in 1961. We (primarily Jim Waber, George Vineyard, and I) were working on the theory of alloy phase formation of the rare earth1 and actinide2,3 elements. As our successes and interests grew, we became involved with almost all of the elements in the periodic table, especially the metallic and semimetallic elements. It quickly became apparent that there was no extensive listing of many of the physical properties and derived parameters (e.g., the Gruneisen constant) we needed—although some values could be found in the commonly available handbooks or reference books. Furthermore, it was evident that some of the handbook values were outdated and needed to be replaced by more recent data. Thus, we found it necessary to make our own compilation of data to facilitate our continuing study of the theory of phase formation of the elements4,5 and the theory of metal alloys.4,5,7

"In the fall of 1962, as I was starting a year's leave of absence at the University of Illinois, Fred Seitz encouraged me to complete the compilation. Furthermore, he offered to include it in the Solid State Physics review series he and D. Turnbull were editing, since we both felt that these data would be of interest to other scientists engaged in the study of solids. It took most of the year to complete the task: gathering the missing data, evaluating them for consistencies, estimating unknown physical properties by making use of the periodic relations of the elements, calculating the derived properties, and examining their interrelationships.

"In 1978, I received the William Hume-Rothery Award from the Metallurgical Society of the American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers 'in recognition of outstanding scholarly contributions to the science of alloys.' I believe the review was a contributing factor to my winning this award and subsequently, in 1979, to being named a distinguished professor in science and humanities by Iowa State University.

"Predominant, I believe, among the reasons this publication has been cited by others are: 1) that some of the physical property data are difficult to locate in the standard reference books and handbooks and 2) that many of the derived parameters are rarely tabulated. My greatest satisfaction, however, comes from finding that other scientists have made use of these tabulated values in their theories, or in comparison with their experimental data. This counts more than all the personal benefits I have derived from using this compilation in my research and teaching activities. For reviews of recent work, see references 8, 9, and 10."